
Running the Race 

“Do you know that those who run a race all run, but only one receives the prize? Run in such a way that 

you may win. Everyone who competes in the games exercises self-control in all things. They then do it to 

receive a perishable wreath, but we an imperishable. Therefore I run in such a way, as not without aim; I 

box in such a way, as not beating the air; but I discipline my body and make it my slave, so that, after I 

have preached to others, I myself will not be disqualified. ” (1 Corinthians 9:24-27) 

For me, the idea of actually winning a running race, meaning beating all the other women in the race, is 

a fantasy and something that in all likelihood won’t ever happen. I’m simply not fast enough. However, I 

can still run as if I may win. What that means to me is do my best so that when the race is over, I know I 

did everything I possibly could to win. Plus, winning isn’t necessarily about getting first place in a race; 

for me, winning is knowing I ran the best that I could that day. Whatever form winning takes, it won’t 

happen by itself. There are many strategies that can be applied that can help our best to be better, 

whether in a running race or the race that Paul talks about in 1 Corinthians that we run as Christians. 

First, go with what you know. Runners are generally creatures of habit. We find what works and stick 

with it. Whether it’s shoes, pre-run fuel, time of day and even routes, runners like familiarity at least to 

some extent. But for some reason during the taper before a race, perhaps from simple pre-race jitters or 

down time because of tapering, runners often try something new such as a cross training activity, new 

gear or new foods. Race time is no time to try something new; it’s usually best to stick to the tried and 

true. Use training times between races to experiment. The reason we learn the basics and then build on 

them is because the basics will always get you through the race. When the race, the trial and the valley 

come, we’ve built a base of strength and knowledge that will work to help us run the race successfully. 

Remember to prepare for the race, but then run it with what you know works. As Christians, we know 

this means a base of prayer, time with God in His Word, and fellowship with other believers. This base 

will help us to run the Christian race in such a way that we may win. 

Another tried and true race strategy is to eat the elephant one bite at a time. Any new task can be 

overwhelming, especially a race distance you’ve never done before or have not been successful with 

yet. Even a distance you’ve done many times can bring some anxiety simply because it’s a race and 

reflects the training effort you’ve put forth, plus there’s always the idea of beating your previous time 

lingering in your mind. Regardless of the distance and really even regardless of the runner’s experience, 

a race is best run in parts instead of as a whole. That could mean running three one-miles instead of 

focusing on the entire 5k. Or, it could mean focusing on 10 minutes at a time rather than the entire half 

marathon. Tackling the whole instead of the parts of the whole can be overwhelming and often causes 

success to suffer or to not happen at all. Jesus was a wonderful example of focusing and taking one task 

at a time. He knew his purpose, His finish line if you will, but He did not let thoughts of that overwhelm 

Him to the point of being unable to focus on what was in front of him. How many of us have let the 

overwhelming feelings affect our performance in the details of a task or even keep us from beginning 

the task in the first place? Jesus focused on the present always with an eye on what fit into the whole of 

His purpose. We can learn a lot from Him about remembering the details and how they make up the 

whole of our race as we run our own faith races. 



A third essential for winning the race is running efficiently. Running efficiently means running straight 

lines within the race course (the quickest way from point A to point B is a straight line) instead of the 

outside of the curve. It means using good form to prevent energy waste, and it also means staying 

relaxed. Doing so will help provide enough energy to finish the race strong and not lose gas before the 

end is in sight. Translate that into the race of life, and that means eliminating waste and simplifying. To 

do so, we must know where God wants us to focus, so we can choose to not complicate our lives with 

the extras that distract us from that purpose. We need to find the straight line that is His will and run 

that instead of the meandering route that our own will and desires take us down. 

Being aware of and managing pace is another tried and true race management strategy. Most runners, 

amateurs especially, usually make the mistake at some point of starting off too fast, which results in not 

having enough energy and stamina to finish the race strong. Some don’t finish at all. We’ve all seen 

people who start out strong in something only to finish poorly if at all. God as a pace of life set for each 

one of us, but we often decide to run the crazy and impossible pace we set for ourselves. Running God’s 

pace gives us time and energy to do what He wants us to do. Setting our own pace only brings stress, 

overload and eventually burnout. 

A final strategy to keep in mind for race day is to not fight the wind. During training, you can always run 

inside on windy days. But on race day, you must deal with the elements if you plan on running the race. 

There’s no other option. For me, wind is the worst element to face when running. No amount of clothing 

can counteract it. You can wear clothing that helps with cold, heat and rain, but not wind. There’s really 

not much you can do about it except hope it’s at your back most of the time. Running into the wind is 

horrible. You can quit, but that’s not an option for a successful race day. You can slow down, and you 

may have no choice but to do so if want to conserve energy for the entire race. They key is to just keep 

moving, and don’t fight the wind. If it’s blowing in your face and pushing against you, don’t waste your 

energy trying to push back. Just do what you can to keep moving forward and not get too worn out 

before the end. 

One thing all runners learn at some point is that some days are just bad days, and when that happens 

we just have to go with what the day brings. In other words, have a plan, prepare, but be flexible. It’s 

about doing your best, whatever that is for a given day, hour or moment. Life will change your plans, but 

being flexible allows for you to still have a successful day… in God’s eyes. You may not run your best 

time, but you can still hear, “well done good and faithful servant” because you didn’t stop running, and 

you did the best you were capable of for that day. 

In almost every endeavor we undertake, there are basics that will help to ensure success. This is true for 

physical and well as well as spiritual races. Applying those basics and even building upon them in 

training will not only help us finish the race but also will help us to run the race as if to win the prize. Yet 

another basic found in 1 Corinthians is the basic of the basics: self-control. With self-control, we apply 

the basics and don’t chase every new fad that comes along. With self-control, we are not running 

without aim or boxing the air but disciplining our bodies to run the race with success. So, apply the 

basics as you put forth your best effort for completing the race successfully all the while making sure 

self-control is constantly exercised. Then, go out and run the best race that you can! 


